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Developed a re-packaging offering that reduces the need for 
new compression.

Launched hydrogen fuel gas initiatives with multiple major 
pipeline companies.

Launched a new training center that will be dedicated to 
emissions education.

Cooper Machinery Services (Cooper) has been producing world-class industrial equipment 
since 1833. From steam engines to warship propulsion to the world’s best-known engine and 
compressor brands, Cooper has been a mainstay for nearly 200 years. 

But we don't rest on our laurels. Through the acquisition of nine separate companies 
since 2019, Cooper now offers more services than ever. We added a full line of O.E.M.- 
quality parts, services, repairs, and upgrades for CAT G3600 and Waukesha VHP engines, and 
made big expansions to our Clark, Ingersoll Rand, and Worthington support capabilities. All 
that, in addition to our O.E.M. products from AJAX®, Cooper-Bessemer®, Enterprise®, Gemini®, 
Superior®, and TSI®.

Cooper also made a substantial commitment to an environmental sustainability program 
that is unrivaled in the industry. Consider that we have...

a message from leadership

Added a new role for ESG, vice president of sustainability and emerging technologies.

Launched new CleanBurn Plus™ AJAX and Superior engines.

Increased our technical staff. Now we have over 50 degreed engineers at Cooper.

Virtually eliminated chrome and tin from our manufacturing processes.

We love this company and our customers, and we could not 
be more pleased with the progress Cooper has made toward 
becoming the O.E.M. our industry deserves. But our work 
is not done. 2023 will bring exciting solutions from Cooper 
that will make the legendary engines and compressors of our 
industry run better and cleaner than ever. As we like to say... 
Legends don't stop. We make sure of it.™
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Remanufacturing/Repackaging  
vs. New Equipment

Disposal of outdated or worn-out engine 
and compressor packages can be costly 
and a significant drain on the environment. 
Building new engines and compressors can 
be even more expensive and environmentally 
detrimental. To reduce the environmental 
impact and customer cost, our Cooper 
repair facilities will remanufacture engines 
and compressors to zero-hour status and 
repackage them, reusing as much of the 
existing equipment as possible. Cooper's 
retrofits can be installed quickly utilizing 
existing customer infrastructure, avoiding 
new construction and the massive investment 
of procuring and installing new compression.

Hydrogen (H2) as a Fuel Gas

The addition of hydrogen to the combustion 
of other fuels is an exciting approach to 
lowering emissions. Cooper can adapt your 
slow-speed integral engine-compressor 
to run on up to 10% hydrogen mixed with 
natural gas. We are working with Southern 
Star Central Gas Pipeline, Inc. (Southern Star), 
a U.S. interstate natural gas pipeline company, 
on a joint hydrogen research project aimed at 
converting Southern Star’s fleet of gas-fired 
reciprocating integral engines to H2 blend 
fired units. We have also recently burned 
hydrogen on a stock AJAX engine and reduced 
methane output. 

cooper's E.S.G. Commitment
Cooper's mission is a common-sense approach to business, where we can consistently do 
the best for the most people. That means always operating with integrity and transparency, 
actively caring for our people, our communities, and our partners, and making sure our 
environmental impact is always positive. In fact, one of our greatest strengths is helping 
our customers meet their sustainability goals with products and services that reduce 
environmental impact. 

Cooper's Engine-Compressor Retrofit vs. New Comparison Cooper & Southern Star Central Gas Pipeline 
Launch Joint Hydrogen Initiative
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cooper's E.S.G. Commitment Elimination of Chrome & Tin 
Plating Processes

Cooper created better products and 
eliminated chrome- and tin-plating processes 
by developing new coatings for power pistons, 
piston rings, and power cylinders/liners. 

The porous electrolytic hard iron plating in 
power  cylinders  and  liners  is environmentally 
friendly and provides the same long life as 
chrome. Hard iron plating also makes it 
easy to repair and replate worn cylinders, 
further reducing the environmental impact 
of operating older equipment.

A dual coating of manganese phosphate 
and graphite for power pistons  improved 
break-in and long-term wear performance.
Its excellent oil lubrication properties  
significantly reduce friction losses and risk of  
cylinder bore scuffing.

Mo2, a molybdenum composite, replaces 
chrome in our power piston rings. A second 
coating of nickel-graphite reduces the risk of 
cylinder scuffing during break-in.

Introducing CleanBurn Plus™ 
Low Emissions Products

The reduction of greenhouse gas is key  
to Cooper’s emissions  reduction offerings. 
Using proven NOx 0.5 gm/BHP-hr technology, 
we proudly introduce CleanBurn Plus™, 
an emission reduction solution tailored to 
reduce fuel consumption, fuel slip, methane 
leakage, and unburned hydrocarbons.

CleanBurn Plus™ is a complete solution that 
reduces methane output up to 40% in integral 
engine-compressors. For engines rated 
collectively at 100,000 HP, CO2 reduction 
equals 20,000 tons/year, equivalent to 
eliminating 4,348 passenger cars.

CleanBurn Plus™ is built around the following 
two elements:

Optimally designed air delivery system 
through either a turbocharger or blower

Electronic upgrades for fuel, ignition, 
air/fuel ratio control, diagnostics, and 
balancing.

Cooper-Bessemer W-330 Upgrade Electrolytic Hard Iron Plating Tank for Engine Power Cylinders

Our CleanBurn Plus™ upgrades are offered in 
all the engine lines we support.
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In 2021, Cooper introduced the Emerging Legends™ Series, our portfolio of new products 
and services that advance our industry and transform our traditional way of doing business.  
Our new Emerging Legends offerings serve as a testament to Cooper's commitment to 
optimizing the life of legacy engine and compressor assets, helping our customers preserve 
their legacy equipment, and bringing environmentally sustainable solutions to the industry.

Emerging Legends Series™

Field Machining
Cooper has added robust field machining 
capabilities to our overall field service 
arsenal. The  best field machining 
technicians in the industry use boring 
bars, wireline kits, portable mills, and 
thermal spray for on-site repair.

CleanBurn Plus™  
AJAX 2800
The new CleanBurn Plus™ AJAX 2800  
integral engine-compressor substantially 
reduces methane and operates 
below 0.5g/bhp-hr NOx with a large 
improvement in fuel efficiency. Retrofit 
kits are available.

Dual-Coated  
Power Pistons  
Dual-coated technology is Cooper's 
engineering standard for the protection 
of power pistons for large-bore 
compression and power generation 
engines.

CAT G3600  
After-Sale Support
Cooper offers remanufactured power 
heads, high-quality pre-chambers, and 
25K, 50K, 75K, and 100K hour “top-end” 
overhaul kits for the Caterpillar (CAT) 
G3600 natural gas engines, ready to 
deliver 

Compressor Repackaging
For budget-conscious customers with 
an immediate need for compression, a 
refurbished package from Cooper is the 
right choice. The lead time for a used 
package is much shorter than newly built 
and carries the same warranty.

CleanBurn Plus™   
Superior SGTD
The CleanBurn Plus™ Superior 825/
SGT series engine substantially reduces 
methane and operates below 0.5g/bhp-
hr NOx with a large improvement in fuel 
efficiency. Retrofit kits are available.

Waukesha 7042 & 7044  
After-Sale Support
Cooper services all aspects of 
Waukesha VHP engines and maintains 
a vast inventory of new spare parts, 
maintenance kits, and remanufactured 
and exchange components to provide 
100% coverage for your engines.

Electrolytic Hard Iron Plating  
for Power Cylinders
The hard iron plating process replaces 
the use of porous chrome plating 
in its entirety for the protection and 
restoration of power cylinders for large 
compression and power generation 
engines. 

Dual-Coated  
Power Piston Rings
Plasma sprayed MO2 coated power piston 
rings are now offered as an alternative 
to Ferrox for large-bore integral engines. 
They provide vast improvement at 
start-up to prevent break-in failures and 
extend time between overhauls.
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parts & Equipment to serve your 
reciprocating engines & Compressors
Cooper is dedicated to providing world-class after-sale support to the owners and operators 
of large gas engines and compressors. Our parts and equipment lineup is the flagship of 
Cooper's after-sale offering. It includes high-quality engine and compressor parts, engine 
and compressor upgrades, turbochargers, and complete refurbished engines. 

Cooper's mission is to provide common-sense solutions for our customers and to earn our 
way into their engine rooms. With our new parts and equipment offering, Cooper stands 
ready to complete that mission.

Engine & Compressor Parts

Keep your reciprocating engines and 
compressors performing to their fullest 
potential while protecting your investment 
over the long term with O.E.M.-quality parts 
for all planned and unplanned maintenance. 

Repair & UX Parts

When repair or exchange parts are on your 
shopping list, Cooper is there for you. A global 
parts inventory of repair and exchange engine 
and compressor parts is available and ready 
to ship.

UX & Remanufactured Engines

Cooper’s all-encompassing engine program is 
a go-to resource for replacement and exchange 
engines — all provided with Cooper’s O.E.M. 
guarantee.Servicing a VHP Engine in our Waukesha Center-of-Excellence
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field service and shop repair
We also repair and upgrade a large line of 
engine turbochargers including ABB, CAT, 
Clark, Cooper®, DeLaval®, and Elliott®. With a 
product line so broad, it is Cooper's top priority 
that we employ and train only the finest  
service personnel in the industry.

Overhauls

Technicians are available to tear down, inspect, 
and rebuild integral and separable engine-
compressors. New retrofits can be installed 
to improve operating efficiency. 

Preventative Maintenance & 
Inspection

Cooper understands that our customers’ 
equipment is critical to the operation of 
pipelines, gas plants, refineries, and power 
plants. Our experienced technicians can 
inspect your equipment and provide the 
needed maintenance to keep it running and 
minimize the likelihood of breakdowns.

Integral Overhaul at a Customer Site

Cooper's O.E.M.-trained field service 
personnel are on the front lines with our 
customers each and every day. That is why 
Cooper spends so much time ensuring our 
service representatives and technicians are 
highly trained, sensitive to customer needs, 
and always prepared to provide quality and 
quick global response — anytime, anywhere. 
We pride ourselves on servicing most makes 
and models of high-speed and slow-speed 
engines and compressors, including AJAX®, 
CAT, Clark, Cooper-Bessemer®, Enterprise®, 
Gemini®,  Ingersoll   Rand, Superior®, Waukesha, 
and Worthington.



A Field Employee Using the HoloLens 2 System at a Customer Site 
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field service and shop repair
General Services

From smaller jobs to larger projects, we 
are here to serve you. Call on Cooper for  
equipment relocation and reapplication, 
engineered solutions, predictive emissions 
monitoring, alignment services, grout 
services, compressor resizing, and contract 
maintenance. When it comes to repurposing 
a compressor package, Cooper provides 
engineering solutions and cylinder resizing 
for any and all compressor makes or models.

Machine Shop

Our global machine shops offer a diverse 
array of services for all makes of engines and 
compressors we support. Major capabilities 
are engine and compressor components 
and assembly repairs; engine, frame, and 
cylinder refurbishment; parts manufacturing; 
exchange parts; manifold fabrication; and 
piston rod coating. Each shop is tailored to 
the region it serves and operates under the 
Cooper quality program.

Innovative Technology

Introducing the Microsoft HoloLens 2, a self-
contained holographic headset that allows field 
service personnel to use video conferencing 
and mixed reality while working "hands-free". 
Field workers can share real-time views of the 
engine-compressor problem while remotely 
working with one of Cooper's 50+ engineers 
from our technical team who can diagnose and 
troubleshoot. Launched in Q2, 2022, the new 
HoloLens system is just another revolutionary 
way Cooper is changing the compression 
industry for the better.
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Turbocharger Solutions International (TSI) is 
the O.E.M. for Cooper-Bessemer®, Delaval®, 
and Elliott® turbochargers. TSI provides 
parts, repairs, and full service for ABB®, 
Alco®, CAT®, Clark®, MAN®, and Napier® 
turbochargers.

TSI has established a strong reputation 
for quality work, on-time performance, 
and technical expertise. Products and 
services include parts, repair, new and 
remanufactured turbochargers, retrofit 
packages, turbocharger testing, upgrade/
re-aero services, training, and a substantial 
offering of UX programs.

Our Turbocharger Offerings

        cooper’s new Turbocharger Team

Facilities: 
Salina & McPherson, Kansas

TSI maintains two facilities to serve 
our customer's turbocharger needs. 
Our Salina, Kansas location houses our 
manufacturing, engineering, and testing 
capabilities with over 93,000 ft2 of office, 
machine shop, and warehousing space. 
Our McPherson, Kansas facility houses 
welding, machining, and assembly 
capabilities with 42,000 ft2 of shop and 
warehouse space.

New & Remanufactured Turbochargers 
and UX Program

Field Services and Capabilities

Parts Inventory

Upgrades

Closed-Loop Testing Cell
Closed-Loop Turbocharger Testing Cell
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Cooper is now a full provider of after-sale support for Clark, Ingersoll Rand (IR), and Worthington 
engines to include parts, service, repairs, and upgrades. For decades, Cooper has provided 
power parts for these legendary engines. Through acquisition and organic growth, Cooper 
has expanded its capabilities and is pleased to provide this new offering. 

Parts Supply Capability Expansion

Cooper has long been recognized as a provider of Clark, IR, and Worthington power parts 
that backs its products with O.E.M.-quality standards. In 2021, Cooper expanded to provide 
the market with a full suite of parts beyond traditional power pistons, heads, liners, and 
cylinders. Today, Cooper provides all the parts our customers need, from exhaust manifolds 
and connecting rods to bearings, gaskets, and rings. Our parts are manufactured to the 
latest standards, and we are dedicated to stocking and delivering to our customers quickly 
and efficiently.

Clark, Ingersoll Rand, & Worthington

Service & Repairs

Cooper provides a complete line of services 
for Clark, IR, and Worthington integrals. From 
preventative maintenance, to shop and field 
overhauls, to field machining, to repairs in 
our many global shops, our Cooper service 
teams are fully trained and stand ready to 
assist our customers.

Upgrades

Cooper has provided technology and 
engineering services for Clark, IR, and 
Worthington upgrades for many years. 
With our advanced technologies, expertise, 
and project management experience, we 
offer upgrades to reduce engine emissions, 
increase horsepower, improve efficiency and 
reliability of your equipment, and reduce 
maintenance costs. Upgrades include, but 
are not limited to, CleanBurn Plus™ jet cell 
conversions, air/fuel ratio improvements, 
blower/turbocharger upgrades, ignition 
system upgrades, and electronic control 
panels.

Clark & Ingersoll Rand Integral Engine Power Parts
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new engines & compressors

Cooper’s AJAX®, Gemini®, and Superior® reciprocating engines and compressors are built  
to work long and hard in any gas application. They are offered with a full line of air-cooled 
and water-cooled, lubricated and non-lubricated, lined and unlined cylinders. Our machines 
are designed to be flexible with an extensive variety of frames built to provide a broad 
range of horsepower, speed, number of throws, and rod load rating.

AJAX® Integral Engine-Compressors

Engine HP Range 148 - 845 hp

Max Speed 440 RPM

CleanBurn Plus™ Capable Yes

Gemini® Separable Compressors

Rated Frame Power 60 - 800 hp

Max Speed 1,800 RPM

Superior® Engines

Rated Frame Power 2,000 - 2,600 hp

Max Speed 900 RPM

CleanBurn Plus™ Capable Yes

Superior® Compressors

Rated Frame Power 290 - 9,000 hp

Max Speeds 1,000, 1,200, 1,500, 1,800 RPM
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Your most valuable resource is a well-trained, competent staff, skilled in the fundamentals 
of operation, maintenance, and troubleshooting of reciprocating compression and power 
generation equipment. Competent personnel will improve performance, minimize downtime, 
reduce overall operating costs, and maintain a safer operation. Cooper's Mazerole Training 
Center, located in Houston, Texas and opened in 2022, is dedicated to this purpose. The 
training offerings are designed to educate customers, operators, and maintenance personnel 
in the specifications, operation, routine servicing, and troubleshooting of slow-speed integral 
engine-compressors (AJAX®, Clark, Cooper-Bessemer®, Ingersoll Rand, and Worthington) and 
high-speed compression equipment (Gemini® and Superior®). 

Technical Courses

We offer workshops that provide hands-on, instructor-led training in a classroom and 
workshop setting. In addition to the open-enrollment workshops, we offer a customized 
training curriculum based on the customer's equipment and needs in either an on-site or 
virtual classroom setting. Course content includes general operating theory, mechanical 
components, equipment sub-systems, maintenance, and troubleshooting skills. Training 
packages include lectures, hands-on exercises, competency evaluations, and certificates of 
completion.

training courses & workshops

 
Hands-On Workshops 

Cooper's hands-on workshops focus on 
teaching practical repair and maintenance 
tasks. These workshops allow a small group 
to physically perform maintenance tasks with 
the oversight of the course instructor.

Competency Evaluations 

Cooper's training program is designed 
to ensure that clients have the necessary 
knowledge, skills, and abilities to competently 
operate, repair, and troubleshoot their 
gas compression equipment. We offer 
O.E.M. certificates of competency through 
written examinations (knowledge and 
troubleshooting) and hands-on performance 
evaluations (skills and abilities).Training Session & Mazerole Training Center in Houston, TX
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Moscow, Russia
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Groningen, Netherlands

Wales, United Kingdom

Marseille, France

cooper coverage
Our global parts distribution facilities, service shops, and centers-of-excellence are positioned to supply 
our customers with O.E.M.-quality parts, expert repair, responsive service, and new compression. 
Cooper also deploys an extensive network of distributors, channel partners, and packagers to support 
our customers. We will continue to grow our global reach with strategic placement of inventory, service 
teams, customer support locations, and production centers that satisfy the needs of our customer 
base. 

Visit the Regions & Facilities page of our website at cooperservices.com for comprehensive global 
network contact information.

WORTHINGTON CAT

CLARK

INGERSOLL RAND

AJAX

SUPERIOR ®®

®®WAUKESHA

ENTERPRISE
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Shop Services, Sales, & Manufacturing 
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North America 
Corporate Headquarters  

& Gulf Coast Region 
16250 Port Northwest Dr., Houston, TX 77041 

+1 (713) 354-1900 or +1 (844) RECIP-43

Gulf Coast Region 
300 West 1st St., Alice, TX 78332 

+1 (800) 723-6396

West Region 
8927 Andrews Hwy., Odessa, TX 79765 

+1 (432) 362-2511

Northeast Region 
3787 16th Street Rd., Huntington, WV 25701 

+1 (304) 529-7467

Southeast Region 
10446 River Rd., Saint Rose, LA 70087 

+1 (504) 465-0260

Calgary, Canada +1 (720) 595-7235  
Edmonton, Canada +1 (720) 595-7235

Latin America 
Tabasco, Mexico +52 993-262-9270  

Bogota, Colombia +57 316-536-6260

Europe, Middle East, & Africa (EMEA) 
Pervomaiskaya St. 82, Aktobe 030005, Kazakhstan 

+7 7132 777 551 

Asia Pacific, Australia, & China (APAC) 
Beijing, China +86 136 0138 0048  

Singapore +65 9010 3211 
Sydney, Australia +61 2 9160 8569

Centers of Excellence 
CAT, Superior®, & Waukesha 

1100 Georgia Ave., Deer Park, TX 77536 
+1 (281) 930-0060

Clark, Ingersoll Rand, & Worthington 
16250 Port Northwest Dr., Houston, TX 77041 

+1 (713) 354-1900 or +1 (844) RECIP-43

Turbochargers 
1648 West Magnolia Rd., Salina, KS 67401 

+1 (785) 823-9211 

1404 Mohawk Rd., McPherson, KS 67460 
+1 (620) 241-8740


